A set of abstracted Rustic Capitals
by David Jonathan Ross

RUSTIQUE
DISINTEGRATED
RETENTIVENESS
ANONYMOUSLY
IRREPLACEABLE
MICROBIOLOGY
HONEYCOMBED
**RUSTIQUE**

**OpenType features**

- **Roman-style U**
  Style Set 01
  `font-feature-settings: 'ss01'`

- **Tall B, L, P, R**
  Style Set 02
  `font-feature-settings: 'ss02'`

- **A with crossbar**
  Style Set 03
  `font-feature-settings: 'ss03'`
Rustique is an abstracted take on Capitalis Rustica calligraphic hand that was used in Rome during the first several centuries of the common era. Scribes wrote these Rustic capitals with a steep pen angle, producing narrow letterforms with tapering stems, heavy draping diagonals, and a distinctive horizontal stress. Rustique transforms this historical style into an abstract typographic system, amplifying stroke contrast and the swing of curves to produce a design that feels at home in the future as it does in the past.

Available formats:
Desktop  OpenType CFF (OTF)
Web  WOFF, WOFF2
App/E-book  OpenType TrueType (TTF)

Designer: David Jonathan Ross, 2007–2021
DJR draws letters of all shapes and sizes for custom and retail typeface designs. A native of Los Angeles, he began drawing typefaces at Hampshire College and joined The Font Bureau in 2007 where he honed his bézier-wrangling skills. Now he publishes visually imaginative and technically advanced designs at his own foundry, including Fit, Manicotti, Input, Gimlet, and Bungee. You’ll find him in Western Massachusetts.

Supported Languages Include:
Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, Azeri, Basque, Belarussian, Bislama, Bosnian, Breton, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chamorro, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, Flemish, Franco-Provençal, French, Frisian, Friulian, Galician, German, Greenlandic, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Kurdish (Latin), Ladin, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxembourgish, Macedonian, Malay, Manx Gaelic, Moldovan, Mongolian (Cyrillic), Norwegian (Bokmål, Nynorsk), Occitan, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto–Romance, Romanian, Romany, Russian, Sami (Inari, Lule, Northern, Skolt, Southern), Serbian, Scottish Gaelic, Slovak, Sorbian, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Tatar, Turkish, Ukrainian, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Walloon, Welsh.
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